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-;_unfolded. 'OI'QbEd‘POSl?OD} .9 l‘. ~ _, , .l V, 

a Figure 3 is anielevational-view: of theestmctutezshown 

. .iwhen the bed frame "is, in the". fO1déd,,Oi§-;i A 
:.i,l;jFigure»4 is. a fragmentary view in’elevationilshowin‘g" 

, ' r a‘ modi?cation, in the .‘ structure {for,»ipivotallyéwéniouliting"‘ 
i athebed framemonto thefsofalframeand ,ill‘ trating._;'ghe 
farrcaugement'of parts when-insthe' unfolded ' :1 ‘ ‘ 
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SOFA BED WITH ‘AUTOMATIC OPERATION 

Edward L. Bronstien, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to the 
United States Bedding Co., St. Paul, Minn., a corpora 

7 tion of Minnesota 

Filed Sept. 2, 1954, Ser. No. 453,808 

3 Claims. (Cl. 5-13) 

This invention relates to a sofa bed and an improve 
ment in the construction thereof which enables operation 
to be more easily and quickly effected for conversion 
from a bed to a sofa and vice versa. ‘ 1 
To the present, the primary effort in the‘ design and 

construction of sofa beds has been to simplify their'con 
struction and operation and' to design various parts for 
maximum utilization of forces available to assist/in the 
actuation for conversion from a sofa to a‘ bed or from 
a bed to a sofa. Notwithstanding the many improve 
ments which have been made from a ‘structural stand 
point, operation for unfolding or folding the sofa beds 
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to. extended‘ or bed position and folded or sofa position " 
still requires considerable, eifort and the burden for 
operation presents one of the more serious obstacles to 
the enthusiastic acceptance of suchv sofa vbeds and such 
structures. ' 
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It is an object of this'invention to produce a, sofa I 
bed which is free of the objectionable features hereto 
fore confronting the enthusiastic acceptance ofv sofa beds 
and it is a related object to provide a sofa bed‘ which 
is folded and unfolded to sofa and bed positions respec 
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tively automatically without effort on the'part of the ‘ 
operator or user. 7 . - 

More speci?cally, it is an object of this invention ‘to 
produce a sofa bed which embodies poweroperated 
‘means for actuation of the parts‘ to effect adjustments 
from bed to sofa position and from sofa to bed‘ position 
thereby to relieve the user of the burden heretofore 
required to effect such adjustments and it is’ a further 
object of this invention to. embody .rneans'operative in 
combination with such power operated means forregu 
lating the sequence of operationof ‘parts‘lduring folding 

' and unfolding and for latching the various partsto pres, 
ive'ntginadvertent operation» ,out of the? desiredrsequence 
of operation andto hold the various partscat“ operated 
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position: and‘ providing a: very de‘sirablentcompact' yan- . 

rangementiwheniin folded or sofa pOSi?OlL?; -_ y These and: other objects advantages of .this'inveni 

tion will hereinafter appear and‘ for purposes, of illusl 
tration, but/not of limitation,~-an embodiment of‘ they 
invention, is shown in theaccompanyi'ng drawings-win . 

FigurQgqL-lS aside ,elevational' v'ie'w'with parts of ‘the V 
‘ sofa frame cut- away to‘ show the arrangement of parts i, 
when the bed frame is in the unfoldedbnbed‘position; 

Figure, 2 is an elevational§vijewi of theistr‘uctu‘re illus- , 
' gtrated'inf Figure l‘wi-th the ‘bed; frameistructurcsinan $5.6 

intermediate position between foldertorcsofa po's 'onand 1 , 

55; 
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in.- Figures 1' and- 2’ showing the‘ arrangement‘ofithetparlts 

' .Shfahbedto be adjusted ‘manually; necessarygbetween 

Q12, andjatop‘ ledge '13,’most of which; is covered-b ‘ 

'less" con?ned thefsofa frame in, folded 

the? cushions;- of the-»a“"sofa. '- #Sectiori :14 _; represen' 
outer-[of the four bedfram “sections hereinaf 

. tonasfthe .outeryframe’ section 314, the! outer 
141i??? frame‘; 58013911 e 1. 
section; 1,6;andj11the i 
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Figure 5 is an elevational view-of‘the structure shown. 
in. Figure 4 but with the parts in their folded or sofa posi;-~ > 
tion, and ' , ; I 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a modi?cation in 
the mounting of the power operated means for actuating 
the bed frame to folded and unfolded positions of ad-~ 
justment. ' . 

To the best of our. knowledge and belief, no one be-' r ’ 
fore has, ever ‘mechanized a sofa bed nor provided means, 
for power actuation to effect the-desired folding and; 
unfolding operation of a sofa bed. In accordance with; 
the practice of this invention, the operator ‘is relieved; 
entirely of the work required to effect such folding and; 
unfolding adjustments of the relatively heavy’ bed frame 
structure of a sofa bed by the-combination of power 
operated means and an operated connection between the: 
power operated means and various elements of the bed. 
frame structure calculated to provide a desired sequence 
of'opera'tions for displacement of the parts between fold-_ 
ed' and unfolded position with suf?cient flexibility in 
operation to avoid damage to obstacles encountered or 
to par-ts of the structure responsive to inadvertent re 
sistance to movement but which provides for positive dis 
placement for. actuation to bed or sofa position and the 
latching of the parts in the various arrangements. . 

' .While the invention herein will be described ref» 
erence to a four section folding sofa bed of the type de 
scribed in the copending application‘ of Richard A. Fisher, " 
Serial No. 370,985,,?led on- July 29, 1953, now aban-, 
doned,"it will be understood that the concepts of this in 
vention are applicable also to other types of sofav beds 
formed of sections folded and unfolded to bed and sofa 
positions. I v t . 

Ithas been found'in- the practice of this invention that 
it is important and it is a, further object ofthis inven- v 
tion to make‘ use of power operated means which 00; 
cupies little space and can conveniently be accommodated‘ 
out of sight within- the sofa frame but which is capable 
of supplying the force requirements necessary’ for ,act‘ué 
at-ion of the parts between folded and’ unfolded positions; ,; 
It is important'also in this connection forlactuationlof w ’ 
the. parts by means which will remain substantially com; 
pletely concealed and without interference with the move. 
ment of the parts of the bed frame between folded and .i . l 
unfolded posit-ions; which offers no obstaclesin themus'e l “ 

. of'the sofarbed as a bed member or as a sofa; 'WlliChJS ‘7 l 
relativelysilient in its operation; which operates without 
the dangerof staining the furniture, bed clothes, carpet}, 
‘ing or ?ooring vonwhich the sofa bed may b'e'supported’; 
whichiis‘perfectlyr safe in its'f'operation; which operates it ,1 ‘ 
simply,v response ‘to. button control; which adds little,‘ 5 
additional» weight to the sofa bed, and which. enablesv the ', 

foldedand unfolded ‘positions-1’ , _ 
slusedlherein,ithe'termy _“sofa frame” is inte ‘ 

include‘ the rigid; preferably wooden, frame ‘of th, sofa 
composed of the rear wall ‘10, front wall 11,2side' : 

holstery; and the‘like in'the?nished sofa bed. ~' 
“bed time”, is ; intended jtoincludezt-he extensibl 
ections adapted to‘ be unfolded toiopenlorigbed p0 > 
-as-~_illustrated» ini'Figu'rell 50f»? the drawings,o folde’ to 
the sofa onclosedv position;; as illustrated}: I 
of ‘the »_tlrawing_s,*with1f the bed.’ frame ,.'_se'ctions. m 

with the 'outer section-14 ‘uppermost for‘llsu 

the: earthenware item 
, , 1111‘; fraine sectionlL 

a da ted‘ to xtend nearly ‘,jq' 



~ ‘3 
to end relation in a common plane when the bed 
frame is in the unfolded or bed position, as illus 
trated in Figure l._ The forwardvend _of the inner frame 
section -17 is pivoted at 18_ to the ‘rearward end portion 
of the inner intermediate "section 16. The forward ‘end' 
portion of the inner intermediate section 16 is pivoted 
at 19 on the rearward end portion of t-he'outer inter 
mediate section 1_5 and the ‘forward end portion of the‘ 
outer intermediate section 15 is pivoted at 20 on the 
rearward end portion of the‘outer section 14. 
' Each of the bed frame ‘sections is formed of side 
channel members spaced one from the other crosswise 
by, a distance slightly less than the spaced relation be 
tween r-the side walls ‘12 of the sofa frame with cross 
brace members interconnecting the side bed frame mem 
bers for rigidity and support. Since eachwof the side 
frame members in each of the sections is (constructed 
similarly to the others opposite thereto ‘and similarly 
in connection with other parts, it will su?ice merely to 
describe the construction arrangement of one side struc 
ture. It is preferred to ,formethe bed frame members of 
each of the sections of angle irons with the horizontally 
disposed ledge 21 lowermost and extending inwardly 
for aiding in the support of a mattress orthe like bed 
ding thereon. ‘ - d 

' In the modi?cations shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the 
inner bed frame section ‘17 is pivotally secured at its 
rearward end portion to the side walls of the sofa frame 
as by means of a bracket plate 22. which is ?xed as 
by means of screws or bolts 23 to the inner wall at 
each side of the sofa frame and onto which one'end 
portion of a curvilinear arm 24 is pivoted asvat 25 While 
the other end portion is rigid with the rearward end por 
tion of the inner frame section ‘17. 
A metal plate 25 is secured as by means of screws 

or bolts 26 to each side of the sofa frame adjacent the 
front wall. A lever arm 27 is pivotally secured at 28 
to the plate while the other end of the arm 27 is 
pivotally connected at, 29 to the forward end portion 
of a link 30 and the upper rearward end portion of a 
bell crank 31. The rearward end portion of the link 30 
is pivoted at 32 on the upwardly projecting end of a 
bracket 33 ?xed as by bolts or rivets 34 to the side of 
the inner bed frame section 17 intermediate its ends. 
4 The bell crank 31,.is pivoted intermediate its ends’ at 
35 to the side of the inner intermediate bed plate sec 
tion 16 in a central portion thereof while the other free 
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14 into closely spaced parallel relation with the inner 
intermediate frame section 16 during the folding opera 
tion and to latch the outer frame section in the desired 
position while the frame sections are in folded‘position 
and to maintain such latching engagement until such time 
as the inner frame sections are unfolded. It is desir 
able to achieve such latching and unlatching operations 

' in response to movement of the inner frame sections to 
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forward end portion of the bell crank 31 is pivoted lat 36 to the rearward end portionio'f .a link 37 the other - 

'_end of which is pivoted'at 38' to the upper end portion 
of an intermediate leg '39.: The leg comprises av‘rivgid 
siipporting member pivoted at its‘ upper end at 40 which 

60 

also ‘represents the pivotal point"_19,between _the‘_outer 
intermediate section 15. and theinner intermediate ‘sec 
‘tion 16. The ‘intermediate supporting legs. ‘39' are'intef 
‘grated in'movement one with the .other by; means of 
one or more cross brace members 41 ‘in‘ther'for‘nipf angle 

of the legs. a 
.. In the unfolded or‘ bed positiongfthe leeierjéeaipei 
tion of the‘ frame is supported by..means of anotherpair 
of laterally spaced apart legs 4__2 CaChfO? which'is piv- ’ 
ote'd ‘adjacent the. upper end portioniat .43 to‘ an. inter- ‘ 
mediate portion‘of. the outer lframe member 14 while 
‘the'end portion thereof is pivotedratj44:onto;the end, of 
‘a1 link‘ 45 having its‘ other "end pivotedoat 46 onto the 

‘forward ends‘ , l_. ,7’ - ‘ t _. i l‘. j ~g're-nie' present, description has} been made of the basic 

‘arrangement of parts "whichfrnay'L be employed in a four 
‘fold'ivsofaqbed for actuationv froml'foldedi’or sofa'posi 
"tion _to “unfolded or'i‘be'd position. f'Iink the’ construction ~ 
@1151 ‘ereratioaef a. situatesrdf‘ftiit'icheraaier 
‘sirabl'e' automatically toibrin‘g ‘thvoutér frame 
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irons. or rods and the ‘like ?xed ‘to intermediate portions 1' 
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' *side of the outer ‘inter-mediate section’ '15,:adjacent '_ its .‘ ‘ 

vmrcommon pivot.‘ The ‘power system includes a pump 72 p, 

L. 

‘aeeaen _ 75 378 isconnected by‘a conduit 80 to the base of the cy ' ‘ 

folded and unfolded positions of adjustment. One such 
means, illustrated in Figures 1-3 of the drawings, com 
prises a locking pin 47 which extends laterally from the 
pivotally connected ends of a pair of links 48 and 49. 
The free end of link 48 is pivoted at 50 on an inter 
mediate portion of the outer frame section 15 and the free 
end of link 49 is provided with a stud 51 which is slid 
ably received in an elongate slot 52 in the forward por 
tion of the inner intermediate frame section 16. A 
short link 53 is pivoted at one end on the stud 51 while 
the other end is pivoted at 54 to the side of thefor 
ward intermediate section 15 in closely spaced rela 
tion with its pivot 19. . 

' The bell crank 31 is formed with a recess 55 which, 
when the bed frame is in unfolded or bed position, ex 
tends substantially vertically downwardly from the upper 
edge in position to receive the locking pin 47 therein into 
which position the pin 47 is displaced when the outer 
frame section 14 is folded about its pivot 20 to ex 
tend at about an angle of 90 degrees from the outer in 
termediate section 15 and when the outer intermediate 
section 15 is folded about its pivot 19 to extend at an 
angle of about 90 degrees with the rearward intermediate 
section. As a result, when the inner intermediate sec 
tion and the inner section are displaced toward folded 
position, the bell crank 31 will be rocked in a counter 
clockwise direction and the locking pin located in the 
path of the slot will be engaged by the upper wall 56 
of the slot for camming action to displace the pin down 
wardly and bring the outer frame section down into 
closer spaced relation with the inner frame section. In 
the ?nal folded position, the bell crank 31 will be rocked 
through an angle of about 90 degrees so that the recess 
55 in which the ‘locking. pin 47 is received will extend 
substantially horizontally and thereby latch the locking 
pin in position to resist displacement or separation of 
the outer frame section 14 from the intermediate frame 
section 16.v It will be understood that other latching 
means such as are described in the aforementioned co 
p'ending ‘application Ser. No. 370,985 may alsotbe em 
ployed. . i e . 

‘In the preferred construction,’ the power operated 
means comprises a hydrauliccylinder 60 having'its' base 
pivoted at 61 to the end portion of a bracket 62 which 
extends forwardly beyond the‘ pivot 19 from the body 
portion of the bracket which is_?xed to the underside 
of the forward end portion of the inner intermediate 
section 16. ‘The outer end portion of the piston rod‘63 
1S pivoted at 64 tolra- downwardly extending end portion 
of. a bracket 65 ?xed to vthe underside of the inner end 
portion of the frame section 14iwith the portion to which 
the piston is pivoted extending rearwardly beyond the 
pivot 20 when in‘folded position. This same-arrange‘ 

- ment is repeateddon'the other side’of the bed frame for 
, ‘balanced operation. . " ‘ ' . ‘ . ‘ 

Another‘ hydraulic cylinder 66 has‘ its base pivoted at 
'67 onto a bracket 68 ?xed to the sidewall of the‘sofa 
l'frameadjacent-its forward end while-the end of the pis 
ton 69 is pivoted at 70 onto the end of a link 71 which is 
rigidly connected ‘to the rocker army27 at its‘ pivot so 
so“ that the arm will be‘ rockedlwith'the link about their 

.infa?uid reservoir’ 731 and a reversible motor‘ ‘74* con 
lnectedr-forfoperation of the pump. One port ‘er the ‘ 

-is_ connected’ by‘one‘condu'it 75 ton manifold 
“which'h’as a number of outlets‘ 78 and 79.‘ 'One‘Iou'tbt 

‘:“if't 
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60 and another outlet v79-is connected by conduit 81 to_ 
the base of the cylinder 66." The'other port of the pump‘ 
is connected by a conduit 82'to a second'manifold 83? 
having a number'of outlets. 1 One outlet 84 communi 
cates through conduit 85 with the outer‘ end of the hy 
draulic cylinder 66 and'another outlet 86 is "connected by 
conduit 87 to the head end of the hydraulic cylinder 60. 
The conduits are formed preferably of a‘flexible' material 
to enable ?exing action of the conduits during changes 
in positions of the frame of‘ the cylinders in ‘response to 
opening and closing movements-of the sofa‘ bed. It is 
desirable to fabricate the conduits of tubing capable of 
use at high pressure without leakage or breakage for use 
in the transmission of ?uids‘ under pressure for positive 
operation of the ‘hydraulic cylinders. ' - - 

' Operation . 

When it is desired to adjust the sofa bed from the un 
folded or bed position, shownlin Figure 1', to. the folded 
or sofa position, shown‘ in Figure 3,'t_he hydraulic motor 
74 is operated for turning movement as by ‘switch means 
operated through a buttonv or the like for actuation of 
the pump to circulate ?uid underpressure from the‘ res 
ervoir 73 to the manifold 76. ‘Since the'fo'rce ‘necessary 
to lift the outer frame sections 14 and 15 "about their 
pivots is considerably less than the force required to lift 
the innerjintermediate and inner sections, then'?uid under 
pressure will ?ow ?rst from the outlet 78 through the 
conduit 80 to the base of the*cylinder 60. This will 
cause the piston to be displacedoutwardly in the cylinder 
forcing the bracket 65 in the direction vaway from the 
bracket 62 with the result that the outer framelsection 14 
will be rocked about its pivot‘ 20 until it extends'substan 
tially perpendicularly from the end' of the forward 'in-' 
tennediate section 15. In this position, the'end of the 
bracket 65 to which the end of the piston is pivoted and 
the end portion or" the bracket 62 to which the base of the 
cylinder is pivoted will still be in alignment offset from ' 
the pivot '19 with the result that continued displacement 
of the piston will cause the forward intermediate bed 
section 15 also to rock about its, pivot 19 until the. section 
15 extends substantially perpendicularly from the end of 
section 16 with the outer frame section.14 in position 
over section 16 in spaced parallel relation therewith. 
This provides the ?rst phase of the folding operation 
achieved by the hydraulic cylinder 60. and produces the 
position of parts shown in Figure 2. _ g .j 
vWith reference to the particular movement of links 

and. other. parts during such operation by. the hydraulic 
cylinder,vv rocking movement of the outer frame section .14 
about. its; pivot. 20 causes the ends'of the links 48 and 49 
to be displaced in the direction towards each other with 
resultant displacement of the. locking pin outwardly away 
from the frame sections 1.4 'and- 15.. 
mediate section 15 begins-to. rock about'its"'pivot 19, the 
links-45,, react in a manner‘to cause the forward~support~ 
ing legs..42 to be rocked on their pivot 43l~into position 

Yalongside the outer frame section. 14. Concurrently, 
link- 53. forces the stud 51 rearwardly? in the guide slot 
52 thereby moving link 49 rearwardly which in ‘combina 
tion with theoutward-displacement of .thelinks. 43 and 
49g-causes the locking. pm 4710 move rearwardly in an 
arcuate path ‘to a position ‘slightly. above and. forwardly 
of the recess 55 in the bell 31," as shown in Figure 2. 
When thehydrau1iccylinder60 completes its operation 

and further movement is resisted by ‘the force relation 
ships developed or because of cylinder.» adjustment for 
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As. the outer inter- I 
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predeterminedypiston; displacement, the, hydraulic ?uid . 
undeg pressure takes the next 4course¢of least resistance 
and ?ows fromithe» outlet 79; through. conduit 81? to‘ the 
base of‘ the hydraulic cylinder 66.- This causes 'outward 
‘displacement, of the piston 69 for '.-positive actuation of 
.the- link, 71 to rock the linkvand thaiocker .27 about 
their“; commonpivot 28.-,, _,, As ‘ the rocker _. arm" is, rotated 
.about its; pivot from the position‘ shown in Figures]; and. 2 

70 

6 
to the‘ position shown‘ in. Figure ‘3'; it‘ functions to: a 
the ‘inner intermediate- section upwardly ‘and rearwardly , 
and then down into the sofa frame, as will-hereinafter 
be described. ' ' ' ' ' - "1? 

As the parts of the bed frame are carried by the rocker 
arm from'the position ‘shown in Figure 2 to the sofa>posi~ 
tion of Figure 3, the inner section 17 swings about .the, 
pivot 25 and assumes-a position substantially perpendic— 
ular to the inner‘ intermediate section 16 which is dis 
placed rearwardly and down'and becomes seated in the 
space at the bottom of the sofa frame between the rear 
and front walls' with the outer frame section and the 
outer intermediate frame section positioned in the same 
relation assumed upon the initial folding step. . This 
relative pivotal movement between sections 16 and 17 7 
causes link 30 to rock the bell crank 31 counterclockwise 
about its pivot 35 with the result that the locking‘pin 47 
lying in the path of the top wall 56 of- the'recess 55 is 
engaged by the wall‘ and cammed in the downward di 
rection to draw' the‘outer frame section more closely to. 
the inner intermediate frame section as the locking pin 
is displaced farther into the recess which receives the pin 
in latching engagement. In this position, the locking pin 
47' is prevented by the top wall of the recess and reloca~ 
tion of‘the recess from extending in the horizontal. direc 
tion thereby ?rmly to hold the outer frame section in» the ' 
folded position. . 
When in the sofa position with the bed frame mem-t 

bears’ folded-as illustrated in Figure 3, the inner frame’ 
section '17 ' extends substantially vertically adjacent the 
back wall of thesofa frame while the inner intermediate 
section extends forwardly'from the bottom thereof across 
the base of the sofa‘ frame‘: The forward intermediate 
section extends substantially perpendicularly upwardly 
from the forwardedge to. a level corresponding to‘ the 
height of the front‘base section and the outer frame 
~section 14 extends rearwardly in parallel spaced relation 
with the inner intermediate section 16 thereby to pro 
vide -a compact unit which comfortably ?ts within the 
baseof the sofa; frame. Seat cushions are placed upon 
‘and supported by the outer frame section 14. While in 
this position, the outer section is held against upward 
'displacementby link 48 and‘ by the locking pin 47 which 
is latched within the recess 55. Abase board 88 is ?xed 
to the forward intermediate section and‘ when the bed 
frame is folded to sofa position, it becomesvertically 
aligned with the front‘ wall 11 and has the appearanceof 
an extension thereof.“ ~ » ' I , " ' ~ ' " 

Forl'un-foldingthe bed‘ frame from the sofa position of 
Figure-3 to th'e-p'ope‘n'or?bed position of Figure 1, the re 
versing motor 74 'is- io'perated' ‘for turning movementfin ~ ' 
opposite direction. ' This‘voperates the pump inamanner 

' to make 82 the feed line and‘the conduit'iS the leadline 
for; draining the hydraulic fluid ‘from the outlet , endsof 

. the cylindersfrthrough; the;_'rnani1fold 76 to‘ the reservoir. 
'Oilgor other‘li'ytlranlic fluid is ‘pumped; under pressure 
through thel'feed- line 82 to the manifold "83; {Since the‘ . 
‘latching, engagement‘between the locking pin-'47‘ and-the I 

' recess bell.cranlc"31.~‘prevents displacement. of thefra‘ " 
sections 14 and‘, 15 away'fr'om the; frame" section. 16 

the locking} pin 47 has been released. responsive-1t 
turn of the inner intermediate section and’ inner'se‘m 
.tounfolded position»; the ?ow of fluid‘ from the-manifold 
63 is from port r84'th'rough line 85 to the head end-of. the " if i ». 

cylinder‘ 66. ;This causes displacement of the piston‘ 69 _- l into the cylinderawithrthie'? result that the link 71 and thev " a 

rocker arm 27 are-rotated in- a counter-clockwise direc'—' : . s '. 
.tion about their common pivot 28. 'Such rocking move 
ment of arm ‘27=cariri-es-thejinner intermediate section 
upwardly and forwardly‘ .to'elfect?unfolding operationsff} ’ .. 
fof the inner frarne, section-‘rand 'th'eliinneri intermediate . ‘j V 
jframe section to'theposition ofvparts. shown in Figure~2t~ . p 

' As‘ the inner section and the inner intermediate ‘section, "jf 
-. are: unfoldedto. their‘ extendedpositiomlink 30 .causes: the' 1 
Libell'. crankisl. itozrock' ta: its original. r'uzsitign.v of‘ adiust- I 
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ment wherein the locking pin is released for movement 
upwardly out of the now vertically disposed recess 55 of 
the bell crank. The'resiliency of the members including 
the mattresses and the like materials of the bed 'will 
usually cause some degree of separation between the 
frame members su?icient to lift the locking pin 47 out 
of the recess by positive displacement of the outer frame 
sections 14 and 15 but the hydraulic power operated 
means will usually await completion of the operation of 
the cylinder 66 for unfolding the inner frame sections. 
This is because of the tendency for a cylinder once started 
to complete its operation before ?ow of hydraulic ?uid 
under pressure to the next. ’ 

Upon, substantial completion of the unfolding cycle 
. by the ?rst hydraulic cylinder, ?uid ?ows from port 86 
through line 87 to the head of the cylinder 60. This 
causes inward displacement of the piston rod 63 and con 
sequent pulling action between the extensions with the 
result that the frame section 14 is rocked in a' counter 
clockwise direction about its pivot 20 and the frame sec 
tion 15 is similarly rocked in a counter-clockwise direc 
tion about its pivot 19 until alignment between the hy 
draulic cylinder and the extensions as the parts are re 
turned to their unfolded or bed position of Figure 1. 
~ As the piston is displaced by the hydraulic ?uidunder 
pressure admitted to one end of the cylinder, the ?uid 
displaced by the piston ?ows from the port at the end to 
the manifold connected therewith and from there it re 
turns to the reservoir. In the'absence of operation of the 
pump for feeding ?uid under pressure to oneor the other 
of the manifolds, the ?uid return passages can be made 
automatically to open in response to forces applied so 
as to enable the bed sections to be folded or unfolded 
manually, if desired. ' 

. For operation of the parts with power operated means 
of the type described located on the bottom side of the 
frame members, it will be apparent that the lines of forces 
generated by the hydraulic cylinders will be from points 
adjacent the pivots and in alignment offset from the piv 
ots with pivotal connection between the piston and cyl 
inder to adjacent sections of the bed frame or with a 
frame section in between if the intermediate‘frame sec 
tion represents a short section, as for example section 
15 which lies between sections 14 and 16 to which the 
hydraulic cylinders are connected. 

While it is preferred to locatethe power operated 
. means out of the way. on the underside of the frame 
members, the power operated means can be positioned on 
the top side of the frame members, as illustrated in Fig 
ure 6 of the drawings. In this modi?cation, a hydraulic 
cylinder 90 is mounted with the base of the cylinder piv 
oted on a pin 91 extending across the yoke of a bracket 
92 ?xed to the top side ofthe frame section 16 adjacent 
the pivot 19 while the end of the piston rod 93 ‘is pivoted 
on.a similar bracket 95 ?xed to the top side of the frame 
section 14 adjacent the pivot 20; In this modi?cation,.in 
stead of ?owing ?uid under pressure to the base of the 
cylinder for causing the sections to fold from bed posi 
tion to sofa position, the conduit is connected ‘for feed 
ing the pressure ?uid to the head 96 of the cylinder. 
‘This will cause inward displacement of the piston rod 93 
with the result that the sections 14 and 115 would be 
rocked in the clockwise direction about their pivots to 
folded position with consequent movement of links and 
parts as previously described. Reversal of the ?ow of 
the ?uid will‘cause reverse movements of the parts to 
‘unfold the bed frame to bed position. - 

It will be understood that power operated mechanical 
means such as interconnected gears and sectors may be 
used instead of the described power operated hydraulic 
means to elfect the desired swinging movements. For 
example, use may be made of an arm pivotally connected 
atone end to the frame section~14 and rigidly connected 
‘at the other end to‘ a sectormounted ‘for rotational move 
’rrient-inresponse to ‘rotor operation‘onl the forward end‘ 
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portion of the frame section 16. . In the alternative, such 
mechanical power operated means may be provided for 
interconnecting adjacent frame ‘sections to effect the de 
sired swinging movements. . ‘ ' , -- ~ “ 

- ‘In Figures 4 and 5,‘ illustration is made of a modi? 
cation in the means for pivotally mounting the bed ‘frame 
ontothe sofa frame‘in a manner ‘which permits greater 
displacement of the entire bed frame during unfolding to 
bed position without interfering with the ?exibility of 
operations or the compact arrangement of parts when 
in folded or sofa position. In this modi?cation, the in~ 
ner frame member 17 ‘has an extension 98 rigid with 
the inner end thereof for pivotal connection at 98 to an 
intermediate portion of a link 99. The link is pivoted at 
its far end at 100 to ,the upper end portion of, a bracket 
101 ?xed, as by means of screws 102, to the side walls 
of the sofa frame. Also pivoted at 103 onto the other 
end portion of the link 99. is'anvelongate arm 104 the 
other end of which is pivoted onto the frame section 17_ 
at 105 spaced a short distance from the pivot 18. By 
this construction, the bed frame is able to be displaced 
from the back wall of the sofa frame by a greater dis 
tance than with the previously described modi?cation 
without loss in support or in ?exibility. 
From this description, it will be evident that there is 

provided a major advancejin the construction and use 
of sofa beds which eliminates the burden of folding and 
unfolding the bed between bed and sofa position and 
that such operations can be elfected easily and quickly 
and without danger and without loss in ?exibility or ap 
pearance or character _of the structure and without in 
creasing the weight of the unit. ‘ It ‘will be apparent that 
other means for actuation of the bed frame parts can be 
adapted to the practice of this invention and that the 
actuating means maybe arranged in various ways to 
provide the desired force relationships but that the force 
sectors must be between members rigid with the frame 
sections and offset from their pivots to provide lines of 
force located to one side or the other of the pivots for 
operation. ' 

It will be understood that other changes may be made 
in the details of construction, arrangement and operation, 
‘without departing from the spirit of the invention, espe 
cially as de?ned in the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a four fold sofa bed, a stationary sofa frame, a 

four section bed frame pivoted at one end portion onto 
the sofa frame including an outer frame section, an outer 
intermediate frame section, an inner intermediate frame 
section and an inner frame section‘pivoted at‘its inner 
end to the sofa frame and ‘respectively pivotally con 
nected one to the other at their end portions‘ for unfold 
ingito bed position with the frame sections extending in 
aligned end to end relation in bed position and for fold 
ing into thesofa framein sofa] position, poweroperated 
means interconnecting ‘the outer sectionsand the inner 
intermediate section, other power operated means inter 
connecting the inner sections withthe sofa frame for 
‘pivoting the outer sections between folded andunfolded 
position and for pivoting the inner sections between folded 
and unfolded positions,“and‘ means for controlling the 
sequence of operations whereby. the ?rst power-operated 
‘means is effective when the bed is in open bed position 
to fold the outer frame section onto the outer intermediate 
frame section and to-fold-the outer intermediate frame 
section relative to the inner intermediate frame section 
“whereby the outer frame section overliesv the' inner inter 
mediate frame section in substantially spaced parallel rela 
tion andewhereby the other power-operated means be 
comes ,e?ective upon completion of the folding of the 
outer and» outer intermediate frame sections to raise and 

; fold the‘inner intermediate frame "section and the inner 
frame section simultaneously into the‘ sofa frame‘ to folded 
; sofa'position and whereby th‘e‘othei' power-operated means 
is effective ?rst'whengthe bed-frame sections are in folded 
sofa position torrunfold the inner frame section and the 
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inner intermediate frame section to carry said frame sec 
tions from the sofa frame to the unfolded bed position 
prior to operation of the ?rst power-operated means and 
whereby the ?rst power-operated means becomes effective 
after the other power-operated means has completed the 
unfolding operation of the inner andfinner intermediate 
frame sections, to unfold the outer intermediate and outer 
frame section-s from the described folded position to un 
folded bed position. 1 

2. In a four fold sofa bed, a stationary sofa frame, a 
four section bed frame pivoted at one end portion onto 
the sofa frame including an outer frame section, an outer 
intermediate frame section of relatively small dimension, 
an inner intermediate frame section and an inner frame 
section pivotally connected one to another respectively at 
their ends for unfolding to bed position with the frame 
sections extending in aligned end to end relation and for 
folding into the sofa frame in sofa' position, extensions 
projecting in the same direction beyond the respective 
pivots from the inner end portions of the outer frame sec 
tion and from the outer end portion of the inner inter 
mediate frame section, a ?uid cylinder pivotally connected 
at its ends respectively to the projections for pivoting the 
outer section and the outer intermediate section between 
folded and unfolded positions and another hydraulic cylin 
der operatively engaging the inner sections for displace 
ment thereof between folded and unfolded positions, and 
means for supplying ?uid under pressure to the hydraulic 
cylinders for actuation of the frame sections selectively to 
folded and unfolded positions whereby the ?rst power 
operated means is effective when the bed is in open bed 
position to fold the outer frame section onto the outer 
intermediate frame section and to fold the outer inter 
mediate frame section relative to the inner intermediate 
frame section whereby the outer frame section overlies 
the inner intermediate frame section in substantially 
spaced parallel relation and whereby the other power 
operated means becomes eifective upon completion of 
the folding of the outer and outer intermediate frame 
sections to raise and fold the inner intermediate frame 
section and the inner frame section simultaneously into 
the sofa frame to folded sofa position and whereby the 
other power-operated means is effective ?rst when the 
bed-frame sections are in folded sofa position to unfold 
the inner frame section and the inner intermediate frame 
section to carry said frame sections from the sofa frame 
to the unfolded bed position prior to operation of the 
?rst power-operated means and whereby the ?rst power 
operated means becomes effective after the other power 
operated means has completed the unfolding operation of 
the inner and inner intermediate frame sections, to un 
fold the outer intermediate and outer frame sections from 
the described folded position to unfolded bed position. 
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3. In a four fold sofa bed, a stationary sofa frame, a 

four section bed frame pivoted at one end portion onto 
the sofa frame including an outer frame section, an outer 
intermediate frame section of relatively small dimension," ' 
an inner intermediate frame section andan inner frame 
section pivotally connected one to another respectively 
at their ends for unfolding to bfed'position with the frame ~ 7 
sections extending in aligned end to end relation and for ~ 
folding into the sofa frame in sofa position, extensions 
projecting in the same direction beyond the respective 1 
pivots from the inner end portions of the outer frame 
section and from the outer end portion of the'inner inter-q 
mediate frame section, a ?uid cylinder pivotally con 
nected at its ends respectively to the projections for 
pivoting the outer section and the outer intermediate sec 
tion between folded and unfolded positions and another‘ 
hydraulic cylinder operatively engaging the inner sections 
for displacement thereof between folded and unfolded 
positions, and means for supplying ?uid under pressure 
to the hydraulic cylinders for actuation of the frame sec 
tions selectively to folded and unfolded positions whereby 
the lesser force required to fold the outer frame sections 
from unfolded position causes the hydraulic ?uid under 
pressure to flow ?rst to the hydraulic cylinder to fold the 
‘outer frame section relative to the outer intermediate 
frame section and‘ to fold the outer intermediate frame 
section relative to, the inner intermediate frame section 
to folded positions and then to the other hydraulic cylin 
der for displacement of the inner intermediate frame sec 
tion and the inner frame section from unfolded to folded 
position within the sofa frame and whereby when, the 
frames ‘are in folded sofa position, the ?uid under pres~ 
sure ?ows ?rst to the other hydraulic cylinder for dis 
placement of the inner frame section and the inner in 
termediate frame section from the sofa-bed frame to un- ' 
folded position and thereafter ?ows to the ?rst hydraulic 
cylinder to effect unfolding movements of the outer in 
termediate frame section and outer frame section to un 
folded bed position, 
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